Firstly, you are in a main period of Saturn, in a very special "Sade"
period, where Saturn doubly influences your Life and with that
collects/gives you karma. This period is very present till 09/19/04, and
will give you important changes, that will direct your future Life, and you
will also get spiritual experiences and directives for future.
This time psychical breakdowns will appear, which finally wants to teach us
what is really important for spirituality. Saturn is the greatest tutor
among the planets and if we accept His advices, which wants us to progress,
we will recieve big changes in spiritual and material Life.
Firstly we need to learn to tolerate, what is a pre-condition for everything
else. When we are bearable we will know in which direction we should go and
what to stick to.
It is important to emphasize great possibilities that are seen in your natal
card and on which basis we conclude that a spritual mission is waiting for
you, which you feel subconsciously.
As Mars is indicator of your Soul, Venus your Mind, we can conclude that you
are very demanding person especially when we think about intelligence,
intellect and beauty in general. In combination with Merkur, which is
dispositor of your entire horoscope, that makes you a person that can
trickle through people and wants to make a Life worth it.
First house, that's ascendant in a emotive sign of Cancer gives you
sensibility(sensitivity?) but with which you exaggerate things and
situations, what can put you one step back.
Second house, which is in sign of Lion can be seen Saturn and Venus. That
will give you a good economic situation through Life which will slowly but
steadily progress and wisely spend. You will always aspire for inner
seriousness and your standard in all things.
Third and twelve house are the most alight(important) in your natal card,
because in them are three planets (Mercury, Sun, Rahu(??)). All is situated
in growing house of wishes and initiative. You are a dynamic person, which
impresses with his intellect but stumbles because of haste. With no
spirituality in your Life will come to total confusion, so you should start
a deep and wide spiritual search/quest ... that means you should expand
your knowledge and on the other side use introspection, intuition and
spritual reasoning.
Still important are nine and ten house (Pisces, Ram) and in them are Ketu
and Gullik. / Ketu is like Rahu a moon's satellite and both of them are
special carmic indicators, which like Gullik (that's Saturn's satellite)
make direction of person's fate. Your in perfection aspire for illumination
and perfection and in the same time you want to make a career in wordly

Life.
Your twelve house presents Gemini(not 100% sure translation), gives a dot on
your Life what we are talking about. Jupiter, Moon, Mars are situated in the
twelve house of ilumination, dreams and visions. Surely you do have dream
and clear wishes about yourself that lead you to progress and to have
dreams and visions about your future.
Confusion will flew out if you place a solid foundation for a spitirual Life
till 09/2004 and then everything that upsets you become a key to your
ilumination.

Gregor unplugged
Scout hike 1999 (with bicycles) Grega!
Want to find a deeper truth and meaning in life; I like your inner Quest for
Truth and that you still search on and on. I like that that you decided to find
friends among scouts and seriously accepted Christianity with sacraments.
Thanks that you pardoned me when I screwed it up. If you want I will lend you a
game or a good book you probably didn't read - it speaks about philosophy on
very simple and pleasant way.
Take care still on.
Stane
Grega!
As I told you on a confrontation I admire your scouting speed: to persist on such
activities I don't come. Spiritual sky means a lot to you and you love to discover
it, but you should also more remember this rational world - of course in its right
measure. I wish you a lot of success in studying in second gear and to find the
right case in your Life, as true philosopher. Keep on, Stane
Now the inner monolog I promised:
-I don't agree with mySelf-am not right-we doesn't feel you participating
actively-tabula rasa isn't everything-I dive too much in spirituality-that's not
good, not even OK-let racionalism be a value here-moderation rule-let Life be
Good-everything OK-sacrament of confession-sacrament of reconciliation-just
IS ...
Grega unplugged 98
Dear Grega!
Firstly I would like to apologize if I ever insulted you. Please take notice

that it wasn't made in consciousness. Perhaps we do not think about some
things the same and I therefore persistant at my aspect and my point.
Forgive, ... but you are very good person and more than I realize you (God),
more I discover talents and richness in you. Thank you for letting me learn
a great deal of my background story from you. I wish you all the Sun in your
way you wish. :-) Tja'sa
I wish you all the rays of Sun you long for – Grega
Even if I didn't see you on camp (because he came just for last day -remark
of my poor self) I will write you something. What really kicks my ass when I
am with you is that you are so stubborn. Otherwise you are OK, my boy. Thank
you for things we encountered together, because without you I would feel
much of the things otherwise as I have.
Simon
Scout hike 1998
Hello, Smart duck!
I hope that you had pleasant holidays in Spain. I hope you will be accepted
in University /that year I wanted to study pre-school education/. Have a
nice time also in your future.
The Patient hawk - Danilo
Scout hike 1999
Grega!
It is clear to me that I realized you more this year than in the last year
of the Gymnasium, when we were schoolmates. With your arrival in scout group
you changed a lot towards a good personality. It is obvious that our scout
clan means a lot to you. Sometimes you could obey the rules more and stop
before you think and atop especially before you say something otherwise you
are OK.
CANDID, BE MORE ATTENTIVE AND RELAXED
///Jesus Christ understand my SOS, because He knows God better than all of
us in clan. Notwithstanding that you lost yourself in school ... the second
arrival of the Saviour will change a lot of things, especially those of
other world. You believed in world-weariness, and your Heart is miles away
from honest Life. A healthy though and a deep conversation would change you
more than your self-talking beliefs. You would took seriously your
psyschology study and would become an interesting man and an excellent
psychologist.
***Say/Wash-Run/Cackle
Danilo- the Patient hawk

Scout hike 2000
Greetings, Duck!
I am glad you had fine time on MOOT* in Mexico, what is seen in your
dispotion/mood at your return to Slovenia. You are very happy and you are
interested in many things, but you are sometimes very stubborn. You will
have to learn to relay on yourSelf and (sometimes) to reconcile your
stubbornness with persistance and bring to Light your Desires and you will
be "**a moment" closer to perfection
*a world gathering of all scouts of all nationalities
**a step
*/**/*
(1998 hike) Dear Grega! Thank you for coming among us. Thank you for I am
learning beside you, that I should not give up, even if everything looks
impossible. Thanks for your endeavour. It is true you are a child of God
and God loves you infinitely, it doesn't matter how you imagine Him. Thank
you for sharing your life with me on that evening; that means a lot to me.
Thank you for being proud on yourself and that you love yourself! Thank you
for paying attention and that you see a lot of things (e.g. where somebody
needs help). Keep on thinking a lot! <BABSI, Barbara Lesnik, Temperament
gazelle - that's her scout name; my is Smart duck)
(1999 hike) Dear Grega! Thank you for your perseverence and faith in life,
thank for fighting. In that way you really can grow spiritually. Life is
wicked and difficult but it is not bad to forget that it is also very
beautiful and full of suprises! It is true that some have certain "gifts"
when given birth (but I do not think talents but e.g. family). But we should
know, that everybody is intended for this what life gives him/her. Thank you
for being with us. BABSI
(2000 hike) Dear Grega! It seems to me that you are very persistent and
strong. On this level I admire you a lot. I don't know you well rather; I
don't know much about your family and your past. It look like that your
life was never really a bed of roses, with the difference toward the most of
others. Thank you for being among us, even if we know how to be impertinent
and unjust. I am apolosing for all "pathetic" words, which was said ever in
an ugly tone. It looks like that you are very vulnerable and tender, that
you reflect a lot. Thank you for sharing a life from completely personal
side - with your thinking. It looks positively to me that you know what
you are interested in and that you are eagerly developing your young talents
(which are definitely many). Go on like this. BABSI

--Barbara has a special part in my Heart, in spite of that we never spent time
alone together. She is really a mystery for me and is in my "crazy system"
for finding my twin Soul (I'd much rather like to say contemplanary Soul but
haven't found it in dictionary so I do not know how to spell it). She passed
all tests for now, and is on my prayer-list also as I want to know her
better someday.
Grega!
Summer 1998
What I really like on you is that that you found out the way of life and
approach/view to the world that suits you. I admire your persistant search
for truth. You are advanced, but never too advanced - you already know that.
Your thinking surprised me, and I believe nobody among us can confront you
in that area. I liked that durung the year in our scout group you were ever
more relaxingly participating in our group.
If you have a feeling or it is true that some are not respecting you and do
not take you seriously, I wish you that would change and that they would
realize that you are very rich.
All well, Luka
Summer 1999
Ahoj Grega!
You look very unusual person. Sometimes I cannot understand you - your
philosophy. Perhaps it is too difficult for me, because I am not so much
inside it. But it seems to me, that you have so many advices for others in
connection with life philosophies and at the same time you do not always
think the same you speak. If happiness and love are important for you then I
really cannot understand why do you make an exception with the father. I
suppose he also is not guilty that is the way he is. Where it is the most
difficult show that you are strong. I can see that you have one very big
problem, that matters you and I know that you know where it is its source from parents relationship and later relationship of friends around you. I
want to tell you that I am happy to see that you still search, even not in
desirable situation ... And I want to tell you, that here are we folks and
if you want and think that you need it open yourself more to somebody. Be
persistent and continue to search your meaning in christianity.
Luka
Summer scout hike 1998
Smart duck!

How did you feel in Spain/note: I was there 14 days on a pedagogic camp/?
Are you fine there?
You are very simple, honest boy and I like that on you. I will never forget
your scout-baptism, where you showed your openness and real scout will!
I wish you a lot of happiness in your study-year and hope you will be able
to maintain connection with our group!
Primo'z, Steely lion
Summer scout hike 1999
I haven't realised you in fact, but I know that deep inside you are deep
thoughts. I wish you that you would tune in group as good as possible and
feel one with all of us ever more.
Primo'z
Summer scout hike 2000
Dear Grega:
Another year is around. It was nice. I personally liked the best peace I
felt on saltpans. It gave me energy to persist on. * * * * * Thank you for
your trust. I can see through your words, that it really isn't easy for you.
But I think, that it is always worth of perseverance to better, to more
beautiful. More difficult is the path, more beautiful and richer is its
goal. I wish you that you would continue to search in persist on your path.
I like that you show happiness, but sometimes I cannot understand it or it
doesn't appears to be acceptable for the moment.
I think it is important, that your imminent and people that you will meet
understand so it won't come to wrong conclusions.
So, Grega. Thanks for all moments, that I shared with you. In the future I
wish you - HAPPINESS.
Primo'z, Steely lion
Summer tour 1998
Grega!
Thanks fo being so spontaeous, to share with us your thoughts and ideas. I
think it is very important to search for meaning in life. I admire your
persistence at singing and wish you a lot of happiness in life. You seem a
good person to me and have a big sense for humour, at your comments I have
to laugh from heart. They don't look stupid for me. Thanks for all, Anka
Summer tour 1999
Grega!
Even if you sometimes are not interested in discussions, I am very happy

when you share a part of your mentality with us.
Thanks for your attention and readiness to help. I like because you dive in
spirituality and with that you close to fulfillment of your task, you have
in this world.
I wish you would find peace in your soul and that would always aspire for
growth to heigher. Best luck!
Anka
Summer tour 2000
Dear Grega!
At you I like that you are generous and watchful. I like also that you dive
in things and think a lot and that you have a sense for philosophy and
meditation.
I wish you that you would in spirituality in which you invest a lot of
energy, find strength for life-challenges and that you would good fulfill
your life task. Thanks for being with us! Best luck!
P.S.
Sorry there were not much time for our conversations on this route. There
will be opportunity!
Anka

Gregor unplugged 98
Hi!
Do you remember your baptism. I was selected to put you on Fire of Action.
Hope I didn't exhaust you too much. On the contrary - you are not stupid (you
think a lot) I hope it wasn't too serious for your start. But I don't know why you
picked a name as Smart duck? //I was dreaming of Holden //the Catcher in the
Rye// many times //suggested reading: Rhanna - Christine Marion Fraser -> you
will be surprised of the balance of both stories and its connections// and as
Holden likes ducks He is also my inner child that needs company and loves to be
in some service to this world. He feels unworthy, yet he makes progress; he is
silly, yet he lives in heart; he doesn't care of Phobbie, yet he belongs to his Soul;
he is inadequate to the world yet he is friend of everybody in need; he lives in
sorrow worlds, yet he is close to God. Frankly speaking he is my idol and I want
to be his friend once and forever, yet I am living undisciplined life what He
hates the most.

--And as I like Holden and Holden likes ducks and ducks mean to me freedom as
I don't have home here in Europe I also want to fly out of my cage <- knowing
that Silence will liberate me.
Why Smart?
1.)I know hot to progress through my enemies mistakes and as such am not
willing to be someone's else dream <- knowing that it is crazy being open to
everybody.
2.)Confrontation as a shelter: it is the best to explain politely and kindly to
enemy Your(mine whatever who is the judge) tactic - please believe me you will
be terribly misunderstood ... Don't believe? Tell a shrink you are abusing his
friends as you don't know how to protect yourself (my example) and probably if
your context is well supported he will just send you home, praying you will never
return.
3.)Self-motivation.
4.)Want to be kind to animals as yes I am an animal inwardly.
5.)As I contemplated before my High school final exam in yellow duck.
6.)As I believe we have progressed from sea squirrels. Don't believe me? Ask
your students what they do in their private time ...
7.)As I would love to be with one Finnish girl - Anna Porkka!!
8.)As I love to travel and I like hot cakes from sunny Mexico.
9.)As I see the thoughts of animals.
10.)Finnaly I want to find my dog Jaka a good company of ducks in Heaven and
get them human Lifes in India. I was dressing him and ordering him to speak
with ducks. He said he doesn't like that -I insisted every time!- as they
remember Him on chickens and as He almost send one of them to spiritual sky.
He is a little black hunter with a big white dot on a top of His tail.//
In hope we good understood each other on our hike. Have a lovely time, Toma'z

